
The U.S. Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) will require dramatic changes to the

way dispensers exchange information with trading partners. Achieving the degree of

interoperability mandated by DSCSA however, is fraught with operational complexities,

leaving many dispensers evaluating the best path forward. Is your organization ready?

This webinar series is designed to help educate and prepare you for DSCSA 2023,

exploring the different risks and opportunities that may present themselves along this

journey.
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DSCSA 2023: Requirements, Necessary Capabilities, and the Path to Predicting

Drug Shortages

Watch now on demand.

Complying with the DSCSA 2023 mandate requires item-level traceability and introduces

significant complexity and industry-wide challenges compared with current lot-level

traceability. Join us to discover the most effective ways to meet DSCSA 2023

compliance mandates and leverage compliance investments to create new business

value, prevent drug shortages, and improve patient outcomes.

Watch Now

Read Webinar Recap

 

https://www.tracelink.com/knowledge-base/capabilities-that-health-systems-and-pharmacies-need


The Importance of Standards to Industry DSCSA Success

Watch now on demand.

Establishing a common set of industry standards is critical to easing information

exchange and ensuring operational efficiency. In this session, you’ll get an overview of

key industry standards and learn about TraceLink’s commitment to being a leading

contributor within the standards community.

Watch Now

Read Webinar Recap

 

https://www.tracelink.com/knowledge-base/how-industry-standards-promote-data-interoperability


Transitioning from Lot-Level to Item-Level Traceability Under DSCSA and the Need

for an Experienced Partner

Watch now on demand.

DSCSA 2023 mandates item-level traceability, which means dispensers must be able to

receive this data from suppliers and produce comprehensive transaction information on

demand. Join this webinar to discover the different approaches to compliance and the

value of deploying your own solution instead of relying on wholesaler portals.

Watch Now

Read Webinar Recap

 

Reduce DSCSA Costs and Accelerate Supply Chain Digitalization with a Network

Approach

Watch now on demand.

https://www.tracelink.com/knowledge-base/traceability-from-lot-level-to-unit-level-how-to-assess-your-receiving-options


Get an in-depth look at how the TraceLink Opus Digital Network Platform enables you to

“Integrate Once, Interoperate with All” supply chain partners, while leveraging a powerful

network data model that supports valuable collective intelligence and analytics

solutions. 

Watch Now

Read Webinar Recap

 

Balance Risk and Operational Impact While Complying with DSCSA 2023

Watch now on demand.

Complying with DSCSA 2023 can be a balancing act, with dispensers striving to

minimize risk while optimizing operational performance. Join this webinar to learn

about the different ways for achieving compliance and receiving serialized product data.

Plus, you’ll see how dispensers currently use TraceLink to easily and securely exchange

https://www.tracelink.com/knowledge-base/why-a-network-approach-matters-for-reducing-dscsa-costs


EPCIS data.

Watch Now

Read Webinar Recap

 

DSCSA 2023 Compliance on the TraceLink Opus Network

Watch now on demand.

Want a firsthand look at how you can use the TraceLink Opus Network for DSCSA 2023

compliance? In this webinar, you’ll get a preview of the new user experience of the Opus

Platform and how routine tasks like search and retrieval are performed. Plus, you’ll see

how the UI and workflows can be customized to your own requirements.

Watch Now

READ WEBINAR RECAP

 

https://www.tracelink.com/knowledge-base/three-approaches-for-dscsa-compliant-receiving-and-reconciliation
https://www.tracelink.com/knowledge-base/requirements-for-transitioning-from-nonserialized-t3-to-serialized-t2


How to Prepare for Interoperable Data Exchange and the Verification Requirements

of DSCSA

Watch now on demand.

DSCSA 2023 requires pharmaceutical supply chain trading partners to be able to

exchange data in a “secure, interoperable, electronic manner” in accordance with FDA

standards. Attend this session to discover what this means for dispensers, why

procuring this data from suppliers is so complex, and how the Opus platform from

TraceLink was purpose-built to ease this process.

Watch Now

READ WEBINAR RECAP

 

https://www.tracelink.com/knowledge-base/what-you-need-to-prepare-for-the-verification-requirements-of-dscsa


DSCSA Product Demonstration for EPCIS Exchange, Verification, and Exception

Management

Watch now on demand.

EPCIS is a traceability event messaging standard that facilitates supply chain visibility

by using a common language to share event data. In this webinar, you’ll see how this

data is used in an end-to-end use case, covering everything from verification of products

to exception discovery.

Watch Now

READ WEBINAR RECAP

 

https://www.tracelink.com/knowledge-base/orchestrating-end-to-end-exchange-of-epcis-information


DSCSA 2023 Compliance: A Step-By-Step Guide to November 2023

Watch now on demand.

A trusted partner can help ease a dispenser’s journey to achieving and maintaining full

DSCSA 2023 compliance. From onboarding to post-implementation, TraceLink is

prepared to help you at every step, and this webinar will show you how. Learn about

TraceLink’s commitment to each of its customers and see how we support you in your

journey.

Watch Now

READ WEBINAR RECAP

 

https://www.tracelink.com/knowledge-base/what-pharmacies-need-to-do-now-to-be-ready-for-dscsa


4 Must-Have Capabilities for DSCSA 2023 Compliance

Watch now on demand.

While DSCSA 2023 is the catalyst for many compliance technology investments, these

investments can also drive significant business value in other ways. In this webinar,

you’ll see how TraceLink’s solution suite can help your business increase top line

revenue and reduce operational costs by executing faster recalls, predicting drug

shortages, and more.

Watch Now

READ WEBINAR RECAP
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